KICKSTART YOUR
LESSONS
BY NEWLINE EMEA

TOOLS FOR TEACHERS
We understand that as a teacher you need to be
free to orchestrate your lesson to your preference.
Newline provides non-proprietary software and
tools which provide that freedom. The Newline
App Store and Classroom Tools are specific tools
for teachers that are pre-installed on all Newline
interactive displays, ready to use!

NEWLINE CLASSROOM TOOLS
Newline Classroom Tools is a selection of
frequently used tools by teachers, like a timer and
traffic light, to help keep your lessons streamlined.
This widget works as an overlay when opened.
You can minimize the widget, navigate between
any screen and open the tools menu when you
need it throughout the day.
READY, SET, GO!
The timer is our #1 requested
tool. To use for tests and other
classroom activities. Or for the other
way around, use the stopwatch!

NEWLINE APP STORE
Our curated app store features a wide and everexpanding range of tools for education. Get started
today with apps that can help make teaching,
collaborating and creating learning materials faster,
more fun, and more efficient. All apps are tested for
full compatibility with Newline interactive displays.
Support learning for any age group and work together
with colleagues using our verified apps, such as the
Microsoft Office Applications.

HELP US HELP YOU!!
We regularly add apps to the Newline App Store.
Have a favourite app you want us to test, verify, and
add? Let us know via our website.

INSTRUCTIONS
This fun series of signs can be
used to inform your students
on how they need to complete
their work. In silence, together
or allowed to ask their neighbour
etc. Clear and easy signs for
super streamlined lessons!

TRAFFIC LIGHT

ROLL THE DICE

Use the traffic light to manage the
behaviour. Manually switch to give
your class a visual reminder of
their behaviour or the task that is
expected of them.

An easy and fun way to virtually
engage students is to roll the
dice digitally. Dice are very helpful
with math exercises, games and
decision making. Choose the
number of dice you need and roll!

CURTAIN, SPOTLIGHT AND ZOOM FUNCTION

CALENDAR

These specific tools will help you to draw
attention to your lessons in a specific way. Use
the curtain to reveal content, use the spotlight to
focus on an element in your lesson and use the
zoom tool to enlarge and clarify content.

Always an example
calendar with the
correct date at hand!

GET IN CONTACT.

MORE TOOLS!
Besides these tools for teachers, Newline interactive displays come with many more preinstalled fantastic tools. Newline Cast for instant screen sharing from any device over any
network. Newline Broadcast to share your lesson with more than 200 devices and Newline
Display Management to easily manage your interactive displays at distance.

DID WE INSPIRE YOU?
Thank you for reading this Newline
Insights! If you need any further
information or if you have any questions,
please contact us or book an online
demo:
https://outlook.office365.com/
owa/calendar/Newlinedemoroom@
newline-interactive.com/bookings/

PHONE
+34 91 052 8834

ADDRESS
Ronda de Poniente 2, 1st floor, Office B, 28760,
Tres Cantos, Madrid, Spain
info_eu@newline-interactive.com

